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Abstract Let k be a field, and let α and α′ be two algebraic numbers conjugate over k. We prove a result
which implies that if L ⊂ k(α, α′) is an abelian or Hamiltonian extension of k, then [L : k] � [k(α) : k].
This is related to a certain question concerning the degree of an algebraic number and the degree
of a quotient of its two conjugates provided that the quotient is a root of unity, which was raised
(and answered) earlier by Cantor. Moreover, we introduce a new notion of the non-torsion power of an
algebraic number and prove that a monic polynomial in X—irreducible over a real field and having m

roots of equal modulus, at least one of which is real—is a polynomial in Xm.
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1. Results

Let k be a field, and let ka be an algebraic closure of k. In this paper we give a short and
self-contained proof of the following theorem.

Theorem 1.1. Suppose that α, α′ ∈ ka are conjugate over k, and L ⊂ k(α, α′). If L

and L ∩ k(α) are Galois extensions of k, then [L : k][k(α, α′) : L(α)] � [k(α) : k].

The condition of the theorem on L ∩ k(α) always holds if L/k is an abelian extension.
However, this is not the only case. We say that L is a Hamiltonian extension of k if it
is a Galois extension and Gal(L/k) is a Hamiltonian group, namely, a non-abelian group
every subgroup of which is normal. For example, the quaternion group Q8 is Hamiltonian.
It occurs as a Galois group over the field of rational numbers Q, since it is a 2-group. See
p. 190 of [8] for the description of all Hamiltonian groups.

Corollary 1.2. Suppose that α, α′ ∈ ka are conjugate over k. If L ⊂ k(α, α′) is an
abelian or Hamiltonian extension of k, then [L : k][k(α, α′) : L(α)] � [k(α) : k].

Corollary 1.3. Suppose that α ∈ ka is of degree d over k, and α′ is conjugate to α

over k. If β = α′/α is a root of unity, then n = [k(β) : k] � d.
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Evidently, for every β �= 0,−1, we have β = (1 + β)/(1 + β−1) (see also [5]). If β

is a root of unity, then β and β−1 are conjugate over k. Hence so are α′ = 1 + β and
α = 1 + β−1. Thus n = d, so Corollary 1.3 is sharp.

Let α and α′ be conjugate over Q, and let α′/α be a primitive nth root of unity. Cantor
asked whether φ(n) � d = [Q(α) : Q], where φ stands for Euler’s function. This was
answered in the affirmative both by himself and by Isaacs [10]. Dubickas independently
asked a question equivalent to that of Cantor once again in [4]. Corollary 1.3 settles this
question for an arbitrary field. A different proof of Corollary 1.3 and that of the abelian
part of Corollary 1.2 (to be precise, of the inequality [L : k] � [k(α) : k], where L is a
subfield of k(α, α′) and is an abelian extension of k) was also given in [1].

Guralnick [7] recently obtained a more precise version of Cantor’s result for cyclotomic
extensions (see also [1] and [11] for other results in abelian extensions). For fields, it
states that if L/k is cyclic and L is contained in the Galois closure of k(α) over k, then
[L : k] � [k(α) : k]. Its proof depends upon the classification of finite simple groups. The
example given on p. 95 in [1] shows that this fails for abelian extensions. More precisely,
there are abelian extensions contained in the Galois closure of k(α) over k for which
[L : k] � 2d/2 log2 d, where d = [k(α) : k]. Applied to roots of unity, Guralnick’s result
implies that if a rational function in conjugates of an algebraic number of degree d is a
pth root of unity with p being prime, then p − 1 � d.

Both the theorem and Corollary 1.2 are results of a different kind. Unlike Guralnick’s
result, they do not weaken Cantor’s assumption on L (to lie in a field generated by just
two conjugates) at the expense of strengthening his assumption on L/k, but show that
the same inequality still holds under a weaker assumption on L/k (instead of L/k being
abelian). The theorem gives probably the weakest possible assumption. Furthermore, if
L(α) is a proper subfield of k(α, α′), then our inequality is stronger, because of an extra
factor on the left-hand side.

One needs some assumption on L or on its subfield, for otherwise [L : k] can be large
compared with [k(α) : k]. Indeed, if d is a prime number and k is a number field, we can
take an algebraic number α of degree d over k such that Gal(K/k), where K is the Galois
closure of k(α) over k, is isomorphic to the one-dimensional affine group AGL1(d). This
group is of order d(d− 1) (see [3, p. 52]). It is generated by a d-cycle and a (d− 1)-cycle.
So, by Galois theory, K can be generated by two conjugates, say, k(α, α′) = K. Setting
L = k(α, α′) = K, we see that L/k is normal, [L : k] = d(d − 1) and [k(α) : k] = d.

2. Connections with other work

Let N be the smallest positive integer such that αN is torsion free. As in [4], a number
α algebraic over k is called torsion free if no quotient of its two distinct conjugates is a
root of unity. We then call N a non-torsion power of α over k. For α being separable
over k, the number αN has the smallest degree over k among all positive integer powers
of α. Of course, for such α, N = 1 if and only if no quotient α′/α, where α′ runs over
every conjugate of α distinct from α, is a root of unity.

Given a positive integer m, we denote by m̂ the largest positive integer for which
φ(m̂) � m. We are now able give a sharp version of Proposition 2 in [4].
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Corollary 2.1. Suppose that α ∈ Q̄ is of degree d and of non-torsion power N over Q.
Then N � d̂.

From analytic number theory it is well known that

lim inf
m→∞

φ(m) log log m

m
= exp(−γ),

where γ = limm→∞ = 1+ 1
2 +· · ·+1/m−log m = 0.557 215 . . . is Euler’s constant (see, for

example, [9, p. 267]). Therefore, there is a positive constant c such that d̂ < cd log log d

for every d. For d sufficiently large, c can be taken as 1.781 073 > exp(γ). So

N < 1.781 073 d log log d

for every sufficiently large d. Of course, this inequality can be replaced by a slightly weaker
inequality valid for all d by use of the inequalities for φ(m) in the classical paper [13].

The non-torsion power of an algebraic number appears naturally in the investigation of
multiplicative forms in conjugate algebraic numbers. Apparently, the first result in this
direction is that of Smyth [15], who showed that the equality α2 = α′α′′, where α, α′, α′′

are conjugate over Q, is only possible if α′/α is a root of unity. (See, for example, [4] for
more references on further work in this direction.) By raising an algebraic number to its
non-torsion power, one obtains a torsion-free algebraic number. Corollary 2.1 shows that
the smallest such power must be quite small.

The non-torsion power is related to the so-called multinomial degree of an algebraic
number. In [14], Schacher and Straus defined the multinomial degree of a number α

algebraic over k as the smallest positive integer q for which there exist positive integers
a1 < · · · < aq−1 such that 1, αa1 , . . . , αaq−1 are linearly dependent over k. Of course, if
the non-torsion power of α over k is equal to N , then q − 1 is at most the degree of αN

over k.
In Theorem 6 of [4], Dubickas considered those algebraic numbers expressible as a sum

of two distinct conjugate algebraic numbers. It was shown there that if the degree of β

over Q, n, is prime and β = α+α′, where α �= α′ are conjugate over Q, then the smallest
possible degree of α over Q is either equal to n or it is equal to 2n. Setting L = k(α+α′),
where α and α′ are conjugate over k, in Corollary 1.2, we see that if β = α + α′ is such
that k(β)/k is either an abelian or Hamiltonian extension, then the degree of α over k is
at least n.

Boyd [2] was interested in the following question. Assume that the monic irreducible
polynomial P (X) ∈ Q[X] has exactly m roots of equal modulus, one of which, say
α, is real. Is it true that P (X) = F (Xm) with F (X) ∈ Q[X]? This was answered in
the affirmative by Ferguson [6]. In general, with the above definition of the non-torsion
power, we can only say that, given an algebraic-over-k number α, its minimal polynomial
P (X) ∈ k[X] (which is monic) divides F (XN ), where N is the non-torsion power of α,
and F (X) ∈ k[X] is the minimal polynomial of αN . However, assuming Boyd’s condition,
one can easily see that if k is a subfield of the field of real numbers and α is real, then
(up to a sign) αm equals the product of all these m roots ±αα2 · · ·αm, because the set
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of conjugates is invariant under complex conjugation. Let G be the Galois group of the
normal closure of k(α) over k. On applying all σ ∈ G to the equality αm = ±αα2 · · ·αm,
we obtain a list of |G| such equalities. In particular, consider all equalities containing the
conjugates of α of largest modulus on the left-hand side. By modulus considerations, every
conjugate on the right-hand side must also be of largest modulus. Moreover, every such
conjugate appears an equal number of times and so every conjugate of largest modulus
appears in the product expressing the mth powers of the conjugates with largest moduli
only. We can now consider the list of equalities with the conjugates of αm of the second
largest modulus, and so on. As soon as we come to the list of equalities of modulus
|αm|, we see that the right-hand sides of these are all equal to ±αα2 · · ·αm, because all
conjugates having larger moduli are already ‘occupied’. Hence αm = αm

2 = · · · = αm
m.

Mapping this to other conjugates, we obtain d/m such equalities, where d is the degree
of α over k. Note that αm is the unique conjugate of αm having modulus |αm|. Thus
N = m and deg P = d = m deg αm = m deg F . Now, by degree considerations and
because both polynomials are monic, we deduce that P (X) = F (Xm). This proves the
result of Boyd and Ferguson in the following more general setting.

Proposition 2.2. Let k be a subfield of the field of real numbers. If P (X) ∈ k[X] is
a monic polynomial irreducible over k which has exactly m roots of equal modulus at
least one of which is real, then P (X) = F (Xm) with F (X) ∈ k[X].

Note that our argument, unlike Ferguson’s, does not use the above-mentioned lemma
of Smyth.

3. Proofs

Proof of Theorem 1.1. Set E = L ∩ k(α). Since L/k is separable, by the Primitive
Element Theorem [12, p. 243], L = k(β). Let � be the degree of α over E, and let s be
the degree of β over E. Then [L : k] = [E : k]s and [k(α) : k] = [E : k]�, so it suffices to
show that s[k(α, α′) : L(α)] � �.

Using the fact that L/k is normal, we first prove that β is of degree s over k(α). Let
P (X) be the minimal polynomial of β over k(α). Note that every coefficient of P (X) is
expressible as a polynomial in β with coefficients in k, since every conjugate of β over k is
so expressible. At the same time, every coefficient of P (X) is expressible as a polynomial
in α with coefficients in k. But k(α) ∩ k(β) = E, so P (X) ∈ E[X]. It follows that P (X)
is also the minimal polynomial of β over E.

Now, we show that α and α′ are both of degree � over E, because E/k is normal. Let �′

be the degree of α′ over E, and let T (X) ∈ E[X] be the minimal polynomial of α over E.
Any automorphism which takes α to α′ maps the equality T (α) = 0 to S(α′) = 0, where
S(X) is a polynomial of degree � in X with coefficients in E. Thus �′ � �. Similarly,
mapping α′ to α we obtain that � � �′. Hence �′ = �.
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Since k(α) ⊂ k(α, β) = L(α) ⊂ k(α, α′) and the degree of β over k(α) is s, we
deduce that s[k(α, α′) : L(α)] = [k(α, α′) : k(α)]. The degree of α′ over the field k(α)
cannot exceed the degree of α′ over its subfield E, which is equal to �′ = �. Hence
[k(α, α′) : k(α)] � �, and the proof is completed. �

Proof of Corollaries 1.2 and 1.3. Note that in both (abelian and Hamiltonian)
cases every subgroup of Gal(L/k) is normal. In particular, this implies that L ∩ k(α) is
a normal extension of k. Corollary 1.2 now follows from Theorem 1.1. Setting L = k(β),
we see that Corollary 1.3 is an immediate consequence of Corollary 1.2, since k(β)/k is
abelian for β a root of unity. �

Proof of Corollary 2.1. Assume that N > d̂, i.e. φ(N) > d. Then N > 1, hence
β = α′/α is a root of unity for some α′ �= α conjugate to α over Q. By the definition
of non-torsion power, (α′/α)N cannot be a root of unity distinct from 1. So αN = α′N ,
i.e. βN = 1 and N is minimal with this property. Thus β is a primitive Nth root of unity.
By Corollary 1.3, n = [Q(β) : Q] = φ(N) � d, a contradiction. �
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